
Andy Henry 

I am a transplanted Ohioan who moved to Oregon four years ago to 
attend George Fox Seminary. I love the Northwest and the Quaker 
community in Newberg. I feel deeply rooted with the Friends at 
North Valley and have served in several leadership roles in the 
meeting. These devotions were inspired by a deeply difficult season 
of life in which I discovered the Divine Presence even in the dark-
ness. 
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Sunday 
September 13 This Little Light of Mine  

BIBLE READING: Exodus 20:18-21 
The labyrinth is a rich metaphor of life’s pilgrimage and walk-
ing the labyrinth is an important spiritual practice for me. I 
also enjoy introducing it to others. Every summer, I join with 
a few others from North Valley Friends to host three night 
labyrinth walks. We have a labyrinth on our property and 
three times each summer we line the pathway with candles 
(now battery-powered for safety reasons) and invite anyone 
from the community to walk after sunset. We usually have a 
diverse group of people who come and leave reporting impor-
tant insights. There is one problem, however. Once we reach a 
certain point in the night, the walkers have a really hard time 
finding their way. We just can’t put enough candles out.  

During one event last year, I was the last person to walk. 
Even though I am familiar with our labyrinth, I was still hav-
ing difficulty seeing the path. I literally had to take it one step 
at a time. I was soon struck with the realization that the night 
labyrinth walk was a metaphor for my season of life. Every-
thing was dark, I could not see the whole path. I only had 
enough Light to see the next step. This required that I slow 
down and be attentive to the Light I was given, even if it was 
only “this little Light of mine.” God was in the Light and God 
was in the darkness. I was, to borrow a book title by Barbara 
Brown Taylor, “learning to walk in the dark.” I knew how to 
find God in the “sunny side” of life in the Light; I was about 
to learn how to find God in the “dark side” of the dark night. 

SONG: God of Day and God of Darkness  
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Holy One, teach me to find you 

in all things and in all seasons. 
—Andy Henry  
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Monday 
September 14 

Through the Valley  
of the Shadow 

BIBLE READING: Psalm 23 
Psalm 23 is a familiar passage for many of us. It envisions 
God’s shepherding and companioning presence with us as we 
journey through life. It describes God’s presence in times of 
light and blessing with pictures of abundance from creation. It 
also describes God’s reality in times of darkness and death. 
The Good Shepherd guides us through the whole labyrinth of 
life, even in the “valley of the shadow.” This Psalm reminds 
us that we can walk without fear into the darkness, not be-
cause we can see the way clearly but because we are confident 
in the Divine Presence (“for you are with me”). When I enter a 
season of darkness, I often return to a prayer from Thomas 
Merton. See if this is a prayer you need to borrow.  

My Lord God, I have no idea where I am going. 
I do not see the road ahead of me. 
I cannot know for certain where it will end. 
Nor do I really know myself, and the fact that I think I am  

following Your will does not mean that I am actually  
doing so. But I believe that the desire to please You  
does in fact please You. 

And I hope I have that desire in all that I am doing. 
I hope that I will never do anything apart from that desire. 
And I know that, if I do this, You will lead me by the right road, 

though I may know nothing about it. 
Therefore I will trust You always though I may seem to be  

lost and in the shadow of death. 
I will not fear, for You are ever with me, and You will  

never leave me to face my perils alone. 

SONG: Shepherd Me, O God (Taize)  
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Spend some time meditating on 

Psalm 23 and Thomas Merton’s prayer. What word, phrase, or 
image “speaks to your condition”? 

—Andy Henry 
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Tuesday 
September 15 Wrestling in the Dark 

BIBLE READING: Genesis 32:22-32 
The night can be a scary time. The noise and distractions that 
come with the daytime fade away and we have to face the 
darkness and quietness. When the outer world fades, the inner 
world comes to the surface. If we don’t immediately turn on 
the lights and turn to our devices, we may find ourselves in a 
troubling but transformative space. Think of Jacob. After all 
the working, tricking, and traveling, the text says he was “left 
alone” in the night. It was in that space of solitude that Jacob 
encountered a Stranger, with whom he wrestled through the 
night. He left that encounter broken but blessed and was given 
a new name. So it is with us. If we are willing to enter the 
darkness in times of solitude and silence, we will face forces 
with which we must wrestle. Sometimes we are in such a 
space for a while. We may wrestle for a long time. We may be 
wounded by that struggle. But if we persevere through the 
night, we will emerge knowing that we had a Divine encoun-
ter which transformed our very identity (renamed us). Some-
times this depth of transformation can only happen in the 
mystery of the dark night. What has been your experience of 
wrestling in the dark? How did it break and bless you? 

SONG: When the Night Becomes Dark (Taize)  
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God, I enter the vulnerability of 

solitude and darkness. I want to know your name and let you 
rename me.  

—Andy Henry 
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Wednesday 
September 16 In the Garden 

BIBLE READING: Mark 14:32-42 
In the Bible, gardens are often portrayed as places of beauty, 
serenity, and intimacy. The Bible begins and ends in a garden. 
The most notable exception is a garden story about the agony 
of Jesus as he faces his impending death. The Gethsemane 
garden is transformed from a place of beauty, serenity, and 
intimacy to a place of struggle, suffering, and surrender. This 
was an experience of great darkness for Jesus. What made it 
even more painful for him was that his closest disciples were 
not able to be with him in that darkness. He asked them to 
“keep watch” with him as he prayed and struggled toward 
surrender. But they could not be with him because “they did 
not know what to say” and because their “flesh was weak.” It 
is easy to find ourselves in the position of both Jesus and the 
disciples. Many of us have experienced loneliness when our 
friends are unable to keep watch with us during dark times. 
We have also known what it’s like to be unclear about how to 
help someone who is suffering. Being compassionate compan-
ions and receiving care from our companions is an important 
spiritual task. The type of companionship available in times 
of darkness has great influence on the way we experience 
suffering. The story of Job and his “comforters” is another 
illustration of this truth. 

What is your experience of companionship during times 
of darkness? How is your inner life changed when you have 
others to “keep watch” with you? What about times when you 
or your friends are unable to be present?  

SONG: A Garden in the Night  
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Jesus, teach us to “watch and 

pray” during times of suffering. Provide companions to walk 
with us through the darkness, and help us be companions  
for others.  

—Andy Henry 
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Thursday 
September 17 In the Belly of the Beast 

BIBLE READING: Jonah 2:1-10 
One of the most interesting biblical stories of darkness is the 
one about Jonah in the belly of the big fish. Jonah is resistant 
to the divine call upon his life so he flees. God is resourceful, 
however, and sends a sea creature to swallow up Jonah. Jonah 
spends three days and three nights in the darkness of the 
beast’s belly. During this time, he has little choice but to sur-
render to the true God, his true self, and his true vocation. The 
turning point of the story is when Jonah uses the prayer lan-
guage of the psalms to give both his praise and pain to God. 
Then he is spit out as a new person into a new land. Of 
course, Jonah still had issues but that time in the belly of the 
big fish was a uniquely transformative moment.  

The belly of the big fish can be read as a metaphor for 
the “liminal spaces” we pass through in life. Liminal spaces 
are those “in-between times” when the old and its stability is 
gone but the new is not yet clear. It is often a place of struggle 
and suffering. But the darkness of liminal spaces is uniquely 
transformative. God is present in that darkness to shape us 
into new creations, ones who will be spit out into a new land 
with a clearer sense of identity and vocation. Our task is to, 
like Jonah, surrender and bring our pain and praise into the 
Divine Presence. How have you experienced “liminal space”? 
Death, divorce, depression, job transition, loss of a loved one, 
facing midlife or end of life are all common catalysts for limi-
nality. How did God reach you during that liminal time?  

SONG: At All Times  
PRAYER SUGGESTION: God of my life, from the  

depths I cry to you. I offer you my praise and my pain.  
In your Presence I name these joys and concerns. 

—Andy Henry 
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Friday 
September 18 The Stars in the Sky 

BIBLE READING: Matthew 2:1-9 
We tend to think that darkness is blindness. However, dark-
ness allows us to see things we can’t see in the light of day. If 
we are brave enough to venture out at night, we see the world 
around us through night vision. If the night is clear, we will 
also see the moon and an expanse filled with stars, which are 
normally hidden from us. The same is true in our life with 
God. In the dark night we see God and the world through the 
mystery of unknowing and suffering. Though this experience 
may be unbidden and unpleasant, it puts us in touch with a 
series of night visions that the day-dwellers cannot see. It also 
helps us become more aware of the heavenly realm above us. 
In thick darkness, we cherish and wonder at each distant star 
of light. Looking back (or around you now), what night visions 
have been opened to you that were closed to you during 
brighter seasons of life? And who in your life have been Light-
bearers or stars that provide a measure of guidance and grace 
when you need it? There may even be a constellation of peo-
ple, books, and themes that helped you find your way through 
the darkness.  

The magi had a night vision. Their Light came as a star 
and they followed it until it led them to the Christ child. 
Some of us have night visions or see the “stars aligning” in 
our lives, but are unable or unwilling to follow. The magi took 
the risk of following the Light in a spirit of adventure and 
obedience. Our journey is no different. How are you being 
called to respond to the sources of Light in your life?  

SONG: Jesus, Lead On 
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Christ the Light, thanks for  

all the ways you reach me through the Light-bearers around 
me. Help me respond to your Light with a spirit of adventure 
and obedience.  

—Andy Henry 
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Saturday 
September 19 The Morning Light  

BIBLE READING: Proverbs 4:18; Isaiah 9:2 
The Scripture readings for today are only one verse each, but 
they are packed with significance. When you have “walked in 
darkness,” especially for a long period of time, you long for 
the morning. Words about a “great light” shining through 
evoke a rising sense of healing and hope. Deep within us there 
is a longing for morning to bring the rising return of the sun. 
The sun’s rising breaks through the darkness and seems to 
renew the whole creation and our souls along with it. I often 
think of the verse in Lamentations which affirms: “[God’s] 
mercies are new every morning” (3:22-23). Each morning can 
be a genuinely new day because the Creator is present in a 
gracious way that can make all things new. As the light comes 
again each morning, so it can rise upon the dark seasons of 
our lives. We begin to feel a lightness, joy, and hope that had 
been hard to access for so long.  

Sometimes, the Light rises slowly. The sun begins to 
peek through at dawn, but it will take time for the sun to 
reach its peak. Sometimes healing and renewal happens 
slowly. This is often the “path of the righteous,” as Proverbs 
suggests. Other times, the Light breaks into our lives in dra-
matic ways. We are walking in the darkness and the Light 
knocks us off our horse, as in the calling story of Paul. There 
is a moment of encounter and conversion that demands our 
response. Either way, it is liberating to remember that both the 
dark night and the day belong to God and God will use both in 
their rightful timing. 

SONG: Lead, Kindly Light 
PRAYER SUGGESTION: Lord, I found you in the  

darkness. Find me with your great Light.  
—Andy Henry 


